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Ash-Erin [23 Aug 2006|02:

Love and hate
Both a part of me
That I can’t abate
Borne on wings
Of passionate storms
And songs dragon sings
Please love me
Desperate screaming
Tears plain to all see
I’m calling
Don’t let go of me
Oh God I’m falling
Falling free
Before any can see
No one to hold me
Reaching out
Fingers slip away
No one hears my shout
Falling free,
Ground rushing up to me
All green and pretty
Then it’s done
And I’m here alone
With nowhere to run
cut me

Greenie and me, an item?

[30 Dec 2004|02:
02: 25a m
m]

I am now calling Greenie my boyfriend. He calls me his
girlfriend. We have been talking allot, and decided that while
this isn't exactly accurate, its easier to just say this than to keep
calling ourselves quasi-boyfriend/girlfriend or constantly
explaining our relationship.
We really don't know what we truly are, but in the mean time,
this is how we have finally chosen to define our relationship.
Ok, we talk on the phone at least every other night either by
phone or radio. We like to cuddle and flirt with each other
(though we have strict limits on the flirting so that we don't
wind up going to far). We both know each other's bodies, our
likes and dislikes, and what the limits are and we do love and
care for each other even if we don't know if we are in love. Most
importantly, we try to respect each other's limits. I have a really
hard time with this I admit. It is something that for years and
years I couldn't do. But now, I am trying my best to and most
times I don't think I do too badly.
I do really love him, and I know he does me. We just don't know
if its as friends or something more. I could picture us being
married some day, and I can see it working out one of two
ways. We either fight all the time and it falls apart either
through divorce or death, or else we really make it and have a
mostly smooth married life. But I don't know that I want either
of those. Even taking our friend out of the equation, I don't
know that I want to be married, and I just see too many ways it
would end badly. But that's assuming that we would make it

that far to begin with.
I am very confused right now. So is he. But however much it
may seem this is a relationship out of convince or sex or
whatever, its not. We are friends who have crossed into
something more but don't know what that something more is, if
it will work, or if we even want it in the first place.
I know there are other women he is interested in, a coupe of
which are live journal users (sorry
ke nzi_ 06 but you aren't
one of them), and I don't expect him to stay with me if he has a
chance at them. In fact I want him to go after them if he thinks
they will make him happy. Yes I'll be jealous and sad and I'll
probably wind up doing something really stupid that will wreck
our friendship, but if we can't define our relationship, then it
probably won't last anyways.
7 stabs through the heart | cut me

This weekend

[20 Dec 2004|12:
12: 11a m
m]

I am writing this now, but Greenie will post it later since the
internet in the room is dead and I'm not exactly dressed in a
way I would feel comfortable heading to the lobby in.
I was kind of hoping that it would be just me and Greenie this
weekend, (well of course Ryan for the the time we visited mine
and Greenie's best friend), but I am glad that Crystal and
phe onix_ re b orn came along. I really needed everyone's
support. But as it was, it still took allot of drinking for me and
Crystal to deal with the visit. Thank goodness Greenie was
wearing a black shirt because I think we would have ruined
another of his shirts with running makeup while he hugged
and held each of us.
phe onix_ re b orn was the strongest of
us, and ironically the least close to our friend, but she is really
hurting too, and she was really crying during this visit.
After the visit there was lots of drinking for Crystal and me and
later lots of cuddling for all of us. I did need some alone time
with Greenie, and fortunately
phe onix_ re b orn understood
and gave it to us despite the fact she didn't really want to leave
the room. That alone time was not nearly enough though. I
know I was really childish but when he dropped me off at my
brother's I didn't want him to go.
I don't know that a hundred nights with him just holding and
comforting me would be enough.
cut me
[17 Dec 2004|12:
12: 35a m
m]

I am looking forward to Saturday. I need to see my friends. I
am not going to do very well when I visit my best friend, bu
Greenie will be there with me. That will make things a bit
easier. But I really need some companionship. I don't give a
shit if we have sex or not, but I need the time together, I need
the reassurance and security.
I am really not doing well. The closer to the anniversary of her
slip into the coma, the more I am feeling lost and alone. I know
I have my partner who I occasionally do something with outside
of work, I have Crystal, David, Ryan, and Greenie, but Crystal
and David are so wrapped up in each other and with my best
friend's sister that I barely get to talk to them, and Ryan and I
have never been as close as I was with Greenie and Crystal. I
have really grown apart from my family as well. Even my closest
sister and I aren't that close. Greenie is the only person I can
really talk to, and he has been so busy at work.
A few days ago, the sadness and loneliness got to me, and I
tried to slice my wrists. That is what Greenie was so discreetly
trying to avoid saying in his journal recently.
I can't wait to see him. I need to be in his arms again. Just
held and held and held. I really love Greenie, at least as a
friend. I know I am not one of his best friends, but I really am
grateful for the way he treats me, and the way he has put up
with me over the years. I don't expect to be his best friend. I

wasn't even my best friend's best friend. And I certainly don't
deserve for Greenie to consider me as close a friend as he does
after the way I have treated him and after all that has
happened.. I am just grateful he is still my friend. And right
now I rally need him as a friend. With or without the benefits
(preferably without if I can control my hormones and act
civilized).
cut me

I am such an idiot

[06 Dec 2004|09:
09: 31p m
m]

I invited Greenie to come live with me tonight, but he turned
me down. The reasons he gave are the ones we both know are
why we can't live together, but still it hurts so much. I know I
acted like I did a few months ago, and I didn't want to. That
wasn't my intention. I feel really horrible. I really want him to
move in with me. Even though I can't afford it, even though we
would fight too much, even though we would wind up fucking
each other, or worse, wind up with me trying to get him to fuck
me again, and even though if he ever got a girlfriend I would
be so jealous and hurt I would probably either do something
really stupid to him or her, or I would fall apart... or both. We
both know this, and that's why it would be a really stupid idea
for us to live together.
I know all this, and I knew he would say no. But I still feel like
my heart has been ground apart. I don't even think I truly love
him. Why do I feel this way?
cut me

I just reallized...

[01 Dec 2004|02:
02: 44a m
m]

gre e nie wolf
wolf's journal is gone. I guess Greenie deleted his
journal. :(
cut me
[01 Dec 2004|02:
02: 42a m
m]

Ok, I know it has been a few days since thanksgiving, and I
know I really should have updated sooner, but I needed to
think some things out. I needed to sort out how I feel. I don't
kno why I chose to spend thanksgiving with my sister in
columbus over my sister who lives closer to me. I guess maybe
my desire to see Greenie again overrode my anxiety about
seeing him. I know its not a good idea, and I know that there
are people who would say that I need to just walk away (my
partner is one of them), but I'm not ready to do that. Even if I
didn'tknow it would crush Greenie, I know it would crush me.
Everything is just so disturbing.
I was suppsoed to meet up with Greenie Thanksgiving day, but
that didn't work out. But its all good. I spent the day with my
sister and my brother. I really miss mom and dad though and
holidays always bring that point home.
I didn't get to meet with Greenie Friday either. Things got
really hectic and I wound up at the last minute driving to
covington to pick up Crystal and David who came up to visit
with her parents.
Saturday night I had arranged to meet Greenie at 8. My sister
had agreed to cahperone us, but when David found out that I
was meeting with Greenie, he asked if ti was ok if he and Crystal
came along. I said that was fine, and my sister then backed
out. She really didn't want to go because she felt like she would
be in a very awward position and was only agreeing to do it

because no one else would. Well, I called greenie and told him
to meet us a couple hours earlier. I THOUGHT I told him at the
Friendly's by Books &Co., but maybe I just said said to meet us
by Books & Co. Either way we were waiting for him and he
didn't call to say he was gonna be late. Finally afer just under
half an hour Crystal decided to check there jsut in case, so she
went in and found him. They picked up his car and came over.
Crystal bought us all icecream and we hung in the trunk of he
blazer for a while ccatching up on each other's lives, talking
about my best friend and best freind's sister, and some other
stuff. It was really camped in the blazer and when we had all
had our fill we moved he icecream into a corner and Crystal
and david stretched out sideways semi-spooning. Greenie and I
were very much aware of eachother at that point. The sexual
desire and fear of that desire was so hink that you could cut the
tension with a knife. Even David and Crystal noticed it. Shit,
they would have had to have been blind not to. I mean there
were the wierd looks Greenie and I gave, and between the cold
and my hornyness, you could see my T.H.O. through my bra,
turleneck, and sweater. Plus, I wouldn't be surprised if I had a
dark spot on the crotch of my jeans. Finally we settled for
stretching out on our stomachs with our feet on our butts in
order to fit. (even with the back seat folded down, it was still a
very cramped space. Not too long after that we decided to call it
quits because we were all uncomforable (physically more than
anything by that point) and other reasons.
God, I swear if David hadn't been there, I would have jumped
Greenie. And that scares me more than anyhing.
And it hurts because I don't even know if I truely love him. I
mean as more than just more than a friend.
When he went back to his car I wanted more than anything to
go with him. I was silently crying the whole way back to my
sisters. I must have looked like a mess by the time I got back
because my mascara and eyeliner were running.
I am now safely back to my home, but all I can think about is
Greenie and how much I want to fuck him again. And how
much of a mistake that would be.
God, why am I such a slave to my hormones?
Why am I such a slut?
Is there something really wrong with me?
I feel like there has to be.
cut me
[27 Nov 2004|12:
12: 41a m
m]

Greenie and I were supposed to meet up yesterday and then
when that didn't work out, today. But that didn't work out
either. And I'm not sure we will meet up tommarrow.
If we do meet, I am bringing one of the three of my siblings who
still lives up here as a chaperone. I know we need one.
It's wierd. A few months ago all I wanted to do is spread my legs
for Greenie but he never wanted to do it. But then the one time
I wanted to keep them together, both of our defenses crumbled.
everything has changed.
Now I don't know what I want. Part of me wants to just jump
him the next time I see him and go at it like two animals in
heat. And that is also my deepest fear.
As much as I loved sleeping with Greenie and no matter how
much I want to be able to always cherish the memory, hat
memory is tarnished with the guilt I have for hurting my two
best friends. One because I went behind her back, the other
becuase I feel like I took advantage of him even though I never
intended to.
I know I was in lust for him. I was also in love with him. I'm not
sure when I actually fell in love with him, but I had known since
last November but I denied it even to myself until the whole
mess I crated betwen me, greenie, and Angela. But then was I
really in love with him?How could I really have hurt him so
badly if I was in love with him? How could I keep pushing him
into something he didn't want to do if I was truely in love with
him? How could I have used him to set up his Girlfriend if I was

in love with him?
I keep asking myself these questions and I can't come up with
the answers. I was starting to ask myself those questions before
we slept together even. Thats why I didn't really want to sleep
with him even though I did when I slept with him. I replay that
night in my head every night and I still do not undestand what
happened that a simple routine goodnight kiss turned into
what it did.
And even though I now fantasize about that night, and even
though I really want it to happen again, I don't. Not unless we
have a real relationship. Before, I would have settled for friends
with bennefits, but now I dont think I could. Not without
feeling guilty, and feeling like a total slut.
A real relationship would never work between us though. Even if
Greenie grew to love me as much as I do him, the fact remains
that it would be doomed from the start. there would be guilt
over our freind's feelings. there would be the fact that our
career goals are completely at odds wih each other. There is the
fact we are both very sensitive, passionate, defensive, and
agressive and would get into very physical fights. I admit I
would most likely be the one to instigate the physical portion of
he fight, and honestly domestic violence and abuse would really
damage Greenie after the childhood he had. All these factors
and more would end up tearing us apart in ways that would
leave us too bitter and too hurt to ever be able to even remain
friends.
But even knowing all hat, if I ever thought there was a chance
Greenie would go for it, I know I would jump at it even as much
as I don't want to.
God, this whole fucking post is all contradictions. Everything I
feel is a contradiction.
I don't want to do anything to hurt Greenie, or anthing to risk
our friendship, but I am still wanting him. And I am not even
positive I am still in love with him. Nothing makes sense
anymore.
Why the fuck does everything have to so complicated?
cut me

Maybe things might finally be getting
close to ok between me and Greenie?

[20 Nov 2004|12:
12: 02a m
m]

Greenie and I have been talking regularly ever since we slept
together. I haven't seen him since then, but we have been
regularly talking on the phone and on the d/c radio. We have
still been talking about all sorts of differant issues that have
been between us for many years but we are finally managing to
resolve some things. I know I am a bitch, and I know I am
damned lucky that he is giving me this chance. I don't know
where this will lead, if it leads anywhere beyond restoring our
friendship. I really want something more to develope between
us, but at the same time I don't.
Right now we have both agreed that we are calling ourselves
"an item." We aren't really going out, but we are something. We
just don't know what.
In order to make this thing work, I have been trying to make
some changes. I have too many jealousy issues and controlling
issues. I have a need to sabatoge his relationships. I have
agreed to get therapy for that. The city has been helping me
look for someone but so far I haven't found anyone I am
comfortable with. I am searching though.
I may give up for now and put that on hold because I am
considering moving again. I don't know where. Crystal
says that there might be a job opeing up in her department. I
don't know if I can get certified in Arizona in time to be able to
apply for it though. I don't really want to move back to Ohio,
but I am considering that as well, if only to be closer to my best
friend and to Greenie.
There is a problem with that though. I am afraid that if
Greenie and I are close together, either we will fight an
everything will be screwed up again, or that we will start
fucking all the time and our relationship will become simply
about my need for sex.

Furthermore, I am coming back to Ohio for Thanksgiving and I
really want to meet up with Greenie, but I am afraid of two
things. I don't want to wind up seducing him whether
intentionally or not. I don't want to have sex with him right
now. Sex, or at least my trying to get him to have sex with me,
has caused too many problems between us and I really want to
avoid having any mroe problems so I want to avoid sex for the
time being. Also, I am still hurting over Buck, and I don't want
to risk making Greenie the rebound guy.
The other problem is that Greenie really wants me to meet his
family. I met thim once but it was a long time ago and they
don't remember me. I am really uncomfortable with that.
Greenie assures me that they don't hate me, and in fact that
they have encouraged us having a relationship, but I have done
so many bad things to him the last few years I cannot help but
feel they prpbably see me as another psychotic bitch in his life
and a complete slut to boot. I know I am those things, but I
think it would be too awkward and I would feel too much like
they are judging me.
I don't know. My life is so complicated and I am so confused. I
am happier than I have been in a while, but at the same time I
am scared that every thing will fall apart like a house of cards
and that it will be my fault. Plus I know this shouldn't bother
me, but it does. Angela and her friends are still saying I am
simply using Greenie. I really donn't think I am, but a small
little part of me can't help but wonder. I mean much of our
friendship the last six or so years has evolved arounnd me
trying to use him for sex, and for company becuase I don't have
many friends and Greenie was one of the very few people that
could tolerate me and amazingly enough try to be my friend. I
really don't knwo if I should meet him or not.
So Greenie, if you're reading this, I don't think I am gonna
meet up with you, but if I should change my mind about that, I
am still not going to meet your family.
8 stabs through the heart | cut me
[03 Nov 2004|03:
03: 06a m
m]

Greenie, I really appreciate what you said in your comment to
my entry and in your post. I need some time to myself. BUT...I
changed my phone numbers back. However, I am screening
calls, and I altered yours just enough to keep them from going
through. If you absolutely need to you can radio me, but I
would prefer you don't for a couple of days. I'm not trying to act
like a cold-hearted bitch, G, and I am listening to what you are
saying which is why I changed my numbers back, but I really
don't know. Yes I wanted to have sex with you. I have never
denied that. But I didn't want it to happen when it happened
or the way it did. I really love Buck, and I'm heartbroken that I
lost him because I acted like a total slut. I don't blame you at
all. We both know who it is with the history of trying to
instigate something between us. I know you aren't blaming me,
and I appreciate that, but I am blaming me, and I feel like I
totally took advantage of you. In a way I feel like I raped you.
I feel so conflicted. Part of me wants a relationship with you
even if only based on sex, but I know that would never work out.
The other part of me thinks the best thing would be to jsut never
talk or see you again, but I don't really want that. I jsut don't
know. Please just give me some time.
cut me
[02 Nov 2004|01:
01: 31a m
m]

I feel so dirty. I feel like a rapist. I know he knows I didn't mean
for any of it to happen, but still. How ironic. I get what I have
been wanting for the last few years as soon as I don't really
know that I want it anymore, and it brings more pain then joy.
I am so sorry Greenie. So sorry. :(
2 stabs through the heart | cut me

Tonight...

[01 Nov 2004|12:
12: 59a m
m]

( T onight I f inally got what I have b e e n wanting f or s o
long... and I f e e l s o e mpty ins ide . )
cut me

No, I haven't dropped off the Earth.

[29 Oct 2004|11:
11: 02p m
m]

First off, I made a whole bunch of entires freinds only so that
the bitch Angela cannot keep harrassing me and greenie then
deleting her evidence. She still is as twisted as ever, and yes I
did hurt her really bad. But Greenie doesn't deserve what she is
doing.
In any case. I had wanted to give Greenie a meaningful
birthdaay gift last weekend. I wanted him to be able to be on
the med evac flight with our best friend. He couldn't go so
crystal managed to get the little sister of our best friend to the
point where Greenie's flight was supposed to leave from. The
flight out was fairly nice. Though I am gonna strangle Crystal
for not tellign my best friend's sister that my best friend is still
alive. I wish I had went ahead and gotten 1st class though,
because there was not enough leg room and our legs were
cramped by the time we reached the end of the trip out. The two
of us talked some and I think maybe we might be able to
become friends if I don't do something to fuck it up frist.
The trip back was really hard. I don't know how to describe how
hard it was seeing my best friend on a stretcher next to us for
over 14 hours. Things I had really been trying to keep out of my
mind flooded back with a real intensity. I really felt a huge
sense of loss. I felt so helpless, and I HATE feeling helpless. I hate
knowing there is nothing I can do to help or to change the
situation. I also was brought face to face with the fact that
there is a very real possibility that I may outlive my best friend.
And I felt allot of guilt. I have been going behind my friend's
back by trying to win Greenie. I really do care about him, I'm
not just some bitch in heat controlled by her hormones. I'm
really not. I'm just not good at knowing how to act, how to
handel my emotions and desires. And I am attracted to Greenie
sexually in large part because I am--or at least was--so
comfortable around him, because he is so sensitive, so
vulnerable, so compassionate, and overall just a really good
person. But as much as I want him, as much as I ahve tried to
win him over a part of my mind has kept reminding me that I
was breaking a promise to my best friend. And seeing her there
really brought that guilt to the surface.
It didn't help much that the noise of the chopper kept us from
being able to talk very much, and we couldn't really sleep. We
stopped a couple of times for fuel and once to change crews. But
we never really had a chance to talk until after we landed. So
all that time I was forced to dwell on all these fucking painful
thoughts.
When we arrived at our destination, after the admissions
process was taken care of and my best friend was put in her new
room, we were allowed to spend an hour with her. I told her
some of the things I had wanted to, but I was to upset to
remember everything I wanted to say, and I just couldn't get
some things out. I really hope she did hear what I said.
After we were done, we went out and met Greenie who met us
near the door, and we went and checked into the rooms and
went to the Hard Rock. I really don't remember much of
anything that happened from that point. I know the other two
talked allot, then we went back to the Hotel. Greenie went to his
room, we went to ours. I changed clothes and flipped on some

drama flick that my friends sister didn't really like, so she went
over to Greenie's room.
I fell asleep and woke up a couple hours later to find i was still
alone in the room. I went across the hall to Greenie's room and
knocked on the door. My friend's sister let me in. Greenie was
asleep on one of the beds. His computer was on the other. She
was watching tv and checking her email.
We made small talk for a little bit and I sat down on the bed
next to Greenie. Rachel got done with the email and shut of
Greenie's comp. She was starting to move it to the table, but I
suggested that she just come sit over on the bed with us. She was
a little nervious, but I reassured her that Greenie was ok, plus
he was asleep anywas. So we watched tv for another hour or so
and she fell asleep. I was awake for a little while and just
watching both of them. Watching how both shifted and moaned
in their sleep at whatever terrors haunted them. I snuggled up
agaisnt Greenie and I guess I fell asleep cause the next thing I
remember was Greenie shaking me awake.
Now I had originally booked two rooms because I had planned
on it being Greenie and me. I had decided seperate rooms was a
good idea partly because I have a boyfriend now but mostly
because I knew Greenie would feel better. I had not intended on
all of us sharing a room, let alone a bed. I'm feeling a bit
awkward about that.
The next day we went back to the hospital. Greenie and my
friend's sister went to visit her. I couldn't stand to go back so I
explored the gift shop, a café, and a few other areas. after they
were done visiting, the other two went and talked to one of the
hospital attorneys about what ti would take for the sister to get
joint POA with Greenie. That made them both a little better,
though they were both hit really hard.
After that we went back to the Hard Rock and got lost trying to
find it again. But we finally did, and had lunch. After that
Greenie took us to the airport where we waited for our respective
flights home.

The last few days I have really been thinking about things.
About how much of a bitch I am. About how much I fucked
things up for my friends. About how much I fucked up Greenie's
life. about how much I still want him, despite how much I want
Buck. I was starting to come to terms that Greenie was a fantasy
and nothing would ever happen. Then I read the post he made
and now everything is muddled up again.
I really want Greenie, but I don't want to lose Buck, and Buck
doesn't want to share me, which I am glad about. But still I am
in a really bad situation. I want Greenie, and I want to take the
chance, no matter how slim to maybe have him, even if only for
a moment. But at the same time I don't want to risk my
relationship with Buck on a mere slim chance. And I don't know
that Greenie is really thinking about this rationally, and I am
afraid he might only be willing to be with me out of a
subconscious desire to either hurt Angela or to just hang with
people and do things Angela hates. Or maybe just that he is so
hurt and starving for affection either because of the situation
with Angela, with our best friend, or both that he is jsut
turning to anyone he sees as giving him affection in any form.
That combined with the huge risks to our friendship makes me
wonder if I can really be with him even for a one night stand
without us winding up hating each other.
I leave at midnight to go to Dayton and Columbus where I'll be
till tuesday. I am planning on meeting Greenie either
tommarrow or Sunday. I don't know how this is going to work
out. But I don't want it to turn into a fight (though lord knows
we need one to air out everything or rather for Greenie to air
out everything) and I don't really want to wind up seducing
him or having him think I seduced him. Even if the chance to
actually have sex or start any other sort of relationship
emerges, I hope that I have the will power to turn it down. I

don't know that I really want to have sex with him while he is
still coping with all this stuff, and while so much shit is
hanging between us. I do want to be with him, even if only for
the night, but I don't want it to be just a fuck. I really don't. And
I don't want it to hurt what remains of our friendship nor my
relationship with Buck.
So my plan of action is to try and be as reserved as I can be
which is hard for me. And aside from wearing one fo the paris
of boots that he likes so much, I am going to dress to hide my
figure instead of showing it off like I usually do. I think loosecut jeans, a loose long sleeve t-shirt, and possibly a fleece vest
would be the best things in my wardrobe to accomplish that. I
am also gonna put my hair up into a bun. No makeup. I want to
appear the least feminine as I can. Hopefully, that will help him
resist me if I do start acting like a brainless slut. I don't want to
waste this chance to at least maybe mend part of our friendship.
God, please grant me the stregth to actually not act on my
desires and impulses for just this once. please don't let me fuck
this up the way I always do.
1 stab through the heart | cut me

Gelabean is a psychotic bitch.

[18 Oct 2004|12:
12: 53a m
m]

She even makes me look normal in comparison. And she won't
fucking leave Greenie, crystal, or myself alone. She is a fucking
bitch and I hope she fucking lands her ass in so much trouble
she loses everythign the way I did. Only I hope people will see ehr
for what she really is and refuse to come to her aid.
cut me

Gelabean and Greenie

[07 Oct 2004|06:
06: 48p m
m]

what would it take to convince you and greenie for once and for
all that I'm not involved in any of this shit other than being at
the wrong place at the wrong time? I'm not involved in this shit,
and I'm tired of having cops knocking at my door, and I know I
will again for this post, but I am serious. What will it take to
prove to you that I am innocent?
I am trying to move on and now I'm pulled back to the last place
i want to be. You condemn me without ever giving me a chance.
I DON'T WANT TO BE INVOLVED. I WANT TO MOVE ON WITH MY
LIFE BUT AS LONG AS YOU BOTH KEEP MAKING ACCUSATIONS AND
SENDING MY BOSSES STUFF TO "PROVE" I'M THE HATER ON GT, I
CAN'T. I WANT OUT OF YOUR LIFE, OUT OF GREENIE'S AND OUT OF
CRYSTALS. I NEED TO REBUILD MY CAREER AND TRY AND GET
BACK INTO WHAT I WAS DOING. WHY WOULD I RISK THAT? I HAVE
A STRONG RELATIONSHIP FOR THE FIRST TIME IN MY LIFE. I LOVE
HIM AND I WANT TO BE WITH HIM. BUT THIS SHIT IS AFFECTING
THAT TOO.
SO WHAT WILL IT TAKE TO PROVE MY INNOCENSE?
cut me

Exit: Stage Wrong.

[06 Oct 2004|12:
12: 02a m
m]

I try to do the right thing. I really do.
No, I don't want anything to do with either Greenie nor Angela.
They both would love to rip me into shreds, literally. And as
much as I still love Greenie, I have finally come to grips with the
fact I will never have him. And I have moved on. More about
that later.
I hate my luck. first, I'm pulled in for a shift on my day off,
because all the officers for a local suburb are attending a
funeral. I had to do that before in Ohio, and that is always
messy, and I hate it. Not only that, but my partenr (who is
awsome by the way) and I get a call about 11 am over the radio
dispatching us to a multiple felony arrest. That's even worse. We
get there, and execute the warrent, and the only person there
happens to be a 17yo minor who is in the process of printing out

visa card numbers and security codes. I'm thinking it can't get
any worse. But then as we are looking through the place, one of
the many computers catches my eye. It's Angela's journal. Tahts
really a huge coincidence, but I think its no big deal. Until I
realize I'm not looking through it from a friends view, I'm
looking through it from T HE JOUN RAL OWN ERS POIN T OF
VIEW
VIEW. This guy was logged into Angela's account. Then I think
about all the harrassment that I had seen towards Angela and
her clan mates on GT, and start to wonder if there is a
connection. Right about now, I realize that am fucked. No
matter what, neither Greeniewolf nor Angela will believe me.
The kids a juvinile so even if this makes the papers its gonna be
several days so I have very little real proof. the Det. on screen is
from another city, but I tell him all about the harassment
(leaving out that its all in a game).
We finsh collecting evidence, tape off the scene and call the
parents, and head to the station. The parents and lawyer finally
show up a couple hours later and the kid starts singing about
everything... In regards to the livejournals, he claims he's been
cracking various livejournals for years. He claims that someone
on dal net on irc called death by me or death by you or
something like hired him to hit eight journals specifically and
feed them information from those journals. In exchange, he
was to get $25 a day via paypal. (we're checking into that.)
The journals he menioned included mine, Crystal's, Angela's,
Greenie's, and four others i didn't recognize.
Something else. The kid mentioned he did traces a couple of
times on the deathby charactor. Said the Ips matched up to
somewhere in southern LA, and somewhere in northern
chicago.
When I got off work, I logged into GT using a new freebie
account since I don't want to give away my paid 4.0 account
name. I got Kitty, one random Gat admin, and one that had
said a few times he was a friend of Greenie's into a room. I told
them all this. Kitty sauid it was too convient. I'll agree it looks
that way fom her point of view. From mine, its very inconvient.
Shestarted accusing me of trying to play the hero Trying to win
Greenie back. Then the other Admins jsut laughed.
I shouldn't have tried. Especially since I jsut had a lt. come
knock on my door to question me about a harrassment
complaint. Greenie and Angela called in a complaint agaisnt
me.
Ok, Angela, yes I understand you think its convienent, but I
didn't want this at all. I had been keeping to myself. I tried to
do the right thing to share information but you don't care.
I don't want Geenie. Ok, I do still, but its only because its hard
to let go of someone you love. But I have another love in my life.
Buck is now my boyfriend. We are takeing it slow, but we're very
serious. (Just not physical.) I don't want to mess that up. This is
the first relationship I ahve ever been in, and I really want to
make it work. I'm sure you'll find that convient too, but its the
truth. I really and truely love Buck. The way you once loved
Greenie before I wrecked it.
I don't know how much I hurt you both. I thought I did, but I
don't. I love Buck so much, and I would never want anything to
reak that because I cannot imagine how it would feel to have
someone wreck that the way I wrecked it for you. I don't think I
would be able to face life after that. I wish there was a way to
fix things, to make things better, but I'm smart enough to know
anything I try will jsut make things worse. I really don't want
that. I don't want to hurt either of you anymore. Angela, I hope
someday, you will be able to read this post and realize that I
am telling the truth, and that I regret my actions not because
of the consequences for me, but because I truely regret hurting
you and Greenie and poisoning the beautiful relationship you
two had with each other. I am soley to blame for that, and
somehow, even trying to stay out of things, I still know I am only
making things worse, so I am gonan try and isolate myself from
both of you.
Because of all the drama, both thatI have created, and that I'm
not responsible for, this is my last post for a while. Maybe
forever. I'm tired of the accusations, the hostility, the
assumtions I'm always lying. Yes I realize that I did it to myself,
but still, I have been trying to move on, and thsi is affecting MY
relationships too. Both in Real life, and in GT. My GT has a full
year membership and I jsut renewed it in August, so I am

gonna let it sit dorment. It sucks cause right now, I'm ranked
farily good. Angela, you'll pass me within te month. But I'm not
gonna remain there for long. Oh well its only a game.
Greenie, Crystal:I'm changing my pne and d/c numbers. I have
also restricted my phone to only accept calls from people on my
phonebook. Crystal you are still on, Greenie you are not. I'm not
giveing either of you my d/c number. I changed my apartment
phone, and it now requires a passcode. It is the date of the last
time the three of us were together. I may also change my email
account. I hope someday you two will forgive me and that you
realize I am trying to change and we can become friends
again. But for right now, I have to pull myself away from the
hurt and pain. I hope one of you will be kind enough to keep me
updated about the sisters.
I don't know if anyone else bothers to read this journal but if
anyone else does, I applaud your courage and ability to
stomach all the shit I've pulled.
I guess thats it. Goodbye.
cut me
[01 Oct 2004|08:
08: 44p m
m]

I shouldn't have talked to Angela last night. She probably thinks
I'm stalking her, but I really wanted to know how Greenie was
doing. I have stopped calling him. I am slowly deleting his
screennames off my lists on my messanger programs. I am
stepping back. I am hoping he or someone will provide me with
info on our friend, but other than that, I am branching off.
I got a new partner today. She has a reputation for being a real
bitch. She's small, blonde, but has a huge attitude. I think we
hit it off. At least we had several good laugs together. I'm not
holding my breath, but maybe, just maybe, she'll stick around
for a while.
I hit a pool hall/biker bar after work (in civies). I met a pretty
cool guy there. Not the type you usually see. He had on a shirt
and tie, though he had on a leather jacket and biker gloves as
well. He has a tattoo of his harley on his bicept, which while not
huge is pretty nicely toned. It's really neat. Anyways, he seems
ok. His name is Buck. He has recently moved to the area after a
bad breakup with his ex-girlfriend of three years. He's way more
conservative than I like, but he's looking for firends and so am
I. Best part is he lives in the apartment building behind mine.
He's taking me out riding tonight. I'm excited but very nervous.
I have a hard time getting along with people, and Buck seems
to have some of the same interests as me. I don't want to fuck
this up.
I am taking this one step at a time. But I am moving on. It's
best for Angela, best for myself, and most importantly its best for
Greenie.
cut me

If wishes were kisses, and love was truely
love and not obsession...

[01 Oct 2004|02:
02: 18a m
m]

I took a long absense from Lj. Briefly, since I last logged on, I
have had alcohol posioning, got demoted back t traffic, which
is nowhere near as much fun, and leaves me so exposed that I
probably can't do undercover again. At least not here. None of
my friends will talk to me. I get bits and pieces of info
occassionally, and Crystal leaves me an occasional vm from an
id blcoked number with just enough info to hint at whats going
on, but never really give me any info. And She states that for
thier mental health She, Ryan, and Greenie won't talk to me.
My closest sister (in terms of distance) hasn't talked to me since
she left a few days after she found me passed out in my
apartment. She told me not to ocme visit her until I can get
straightened up. The other officers in my precenct all know I did
something bad, even if they don't know what, so they avoid me.

No one wants to be my partner, and thsoe that wind up with me
put in a transfer request as soon as possible.
I am really lonely.
I am lonlier than I have ever felt before.
FUCK. FUCK, FUCK, FUCK.
Fuck my incessant need for Greenie. Fuck
ge lab e an for being
a better woman than I was, and being able to win his heart.
Fuck Greenie for not being able to return my feelings.
And most of all, FUCK ME for FUCKING EVERYTHING UP so
FUCKING badley like the FUCKING COCk-CRAVING CUM-HUNGRY
BITCH I am.
Greenie has told me how much I hurt him and Gelabean. I
really didn't mean to hurt them. Well, I did, but not this much.
Not destroy their freindship like this. I jsut didn't want them
back together. I wanted Greenie to myself.
That will probably never happen now. I am quite well aware of
that. *sigh* I know have a better apreciation for Greenie and my
friend's self-hatred and self-blame. I feel it.
FUCK FUCK FUCK
Why am I always such a bitch, even to those I care about?
I messed everything up so much and hurt everyone so much that
I know no apology will ever fix it, but for what it's worth to
everyone I hurt, I am sorry.
ge lab e an
an, if you ever read this, I'm sorry I worked so hard to
turn Greenie agaisnt you. Please try not to hold it agaisnt him.
It was my fault, and I know how to manipulate him without
him knowing it and I really took advantage of that to try and
break you up. But I hurt both of you much worse than I
intended.
there is no excuse for what I did with his accounts and with
trying to frame you for it. I also don't expect you to believe me,
but I wasn't trying to get you into prison. Things went much
further than I had planned and then I panicked. I don't expect
you to forgive me, or to give a shit about me but I hope you can
understand that I really didn't mean for things to go as far as
they did. I figured he would jsut be mad enogh at you that you
two would breakup forever. Not that he would go to the police or
that you two would hate eachother the way you did and for all I
know still do, though I pray you don't.
We both care for the same guy, but you deserve him. In the end
you treated him better, you loved him better, you respected him
more. If you still love him, he's yours. I can't undo the poison I
fed him, but hopefully you'll work it out. For once, I will do the
right thing, the thing I should have done before, and I'll walk
away.
gre e nie wolf
wolf, I'm sorry. I really hurt you, and I did it soley
for my own gain. I understand why you hate me, and I don't
expect you to forgive me or become friends with me again
anytime soon. I will always have fond memories of you. The
times we hung out, our first kiss. The times you saved my life.
They way you helped you know who these past several years. I
truely hope that you and Gelabean managed to work things out.
I now understand how much I hurt the two of you. Try to forget
the things I said about her, the things I wanted you to think
about her. They were simply my jealous attempts to hurt you
both and they weren't true. I am trying to move on. I am going
to try not to chase you, try to win you, or try and hurt you or
anyone you love again. I hope you will someday talk to me
again.
I hope you two can find happiness. If not with each other, then
with other people. I really regret my actions, regret having
destroyed a brief moment of happiness in your lives. I hope you
two can realize that most of your problems were my fault and
forgive each other and move on. There is nothing I can do to
reverse the damage, or to make it up to you. So the best I can do
is stop being an obsticle in your way and move on with my own
life somehow.
cut me

Today was exhausting

[11 Sep 2004|12:
12: 56a m
m]

I turned in my resignation today rather than wait for them ot

decide to fire me. I faced IA and the feds questioning me for 10
hours today. I'm exhausted. My union rep and my attorney are
doing what they can to make sure that I don't get any criminal
charges, but there is allot of pressure for them to put me away.
I'm sure that some people will be happy about that. i don't know
yet what I will od. My sister has invited me to stay with her, but
she is really furious with me.
Greenie was gonna visit me. Well not exactly visit. He didn't say
it, but I bet anything he is coming down to explain how much I
ruined his and Angela's lives. Maybe even to try and kick my ass.
I know with my reputation people probably thin I would just use
the chance to seduce him. I won't. I'm not suicidal. He talked
about maybe still coming down tommarrow. But after whatever
happened tonight up there (i don't know the details other than
he asked me to tell angela if I had been aware he was coming),
I honestly don't think he will. And I'm glad about that.
I'm not ready to face him yet. I know I hurt him. I know I hurt
Angela. Both of them ould be well within thier righs to beat the
shit out of me right now. As I said before, I have no excuses for
what I did. I wish I could go back and do things over. If I had
that chance I would not have done any of the things I did.
I played with peoples lives. I attempted to win Greenie's heart
away from Angela, but instead I managed to make bot of them
hate me , and broke them apart so taht no one won. I just
created a situation where everone loses. Angela is hurting,
Greenie is hurting, Both are trying to salvage some remnant of
thier lives that I single-handedly destroyed. Nothing I can do
will ever fix that.
I honestly hope that Greenie and Angela can learn to undo the
damage I have done, and learn to love each other again. I
really do want Greenie to be happy. I learned the hard way that
trying to put my desires to have him above his and angela's
troubles with each other only hurts everyone.
I hope that some of you will find it in your hearts to be very
supportive of both Angela and Jonathan. Like I should have
been.
cut me

Don't pity me, don't feel sorry for me, I am
getting what I deserve

[09 Sep 2004|09:
09: 28p m
m]

I will spare Crystal or Greenie from having to report this. I was
called into Internal Affairs this morning to talk to them and
the feds. It was about everything that happened over the past
couple weeks.
In my last psot, I tried to pretend that I didn't know what was
going on. That I wasn't a part of this fucking shit. But the time
for pretending is over. No more lies.
I could have probably have gotten away with it if I hadn't made
that post (which I will make public so all can see what a bitch I
am) gloating to Angela that I won. I probably still could have
denied it. I posted from my personal laptop computer from
places with free wireless internet access. The ips were screened to
imitate Greenie's and Angela's. But... I told them the truth.
About how I have been reading many Greenie's emails for
months looking at them online before his computer
downloaded them. About how when I saw Angelas email I went
into his acocunt it hit me I could take advantage of it. How I
managed to forward the email to one of my "charactors"
accounts and then altered it and then sent it back after using
lots of filters to hide the fact it was forwarded twice. I used
David. I had him try to get her to tell him what happened to the
account. I then changed that account, Greenie's email accounts
(at least the ones I knew about, and several others. (Greenie if
you can't get into an acocunt, email me and I will give you the
password). I later told Greenie that I had a friend in the
federal prosecuter's office get the records of the loggins from
yahoo and that the ip address belonged to Angela. I wanted
Greenie to blame Angela and completely hate her. I was then
gonna move in and comfort him.
I didn't realize the cops were gonna be involved. I also didn't
realize the possible charges were as serious as they were. In my
carreer I dealt with traffic, narcotics, and domestics mainly.
Not internet crimes. I wanted Angela out of his life, not in
prison. But by that time I was in way too deep and I was afraid

to speak up. And to be honest part of me didn't want to. But then
Crystal started getting suspicious. She demanded the ip address
from me. I pulled the one from Angela's last entry on my
journal. I didn't know it had changed since then. I also couldn't
resist the opportunity to gloat. But I messed up and forgot to
change the security settings and while I was fixing that, Crystal
saw it.
That post gave me away. Now, I am in serious shit.
My charactor (my undercover identity) is dead months of work
(not jsut mine) is wasted. My appartment was searched, the
charator's appartment was closed off and everything in it is
seized. I am flat out fired from one of the agencies I work for.
The other has palced me on paid administrative leave for the
duration of this investigation, which will probably be short.
Then after they make their findings,--assuming I don't wind up
having to go to jail or prison--I will be lucky to be a fucking
parking meter maid.
The idea of lock-up scares me. I have too many enemies there,
plus the fact I am a cop will make many, many more.
But I can live with that.
What I can't live with is the fact that I have lost all my friends.
Greenie, David, Ryan, Crystal, etc. None of them want anything
to do with me. Actually they are all working to ensure I am
punished as harshly as possible. I don't hold that agaisnt them.
I don't hate them. I know they won't forgive me. I hope someday
that they might look past it.
I won't bother apologizing o anyone. No one would believe it. It
wouldn't make a differance if they did. I will take it like the
bitch I am.
So now the multi million dollar question. Why did I do it? Well
obviously I didn't want Greenie to get back together with
Angela. But it goes deeper with that. I have wanted him for a
long time. I always said it was just in a sexual way. but when he
started going out with Angela, I realized it was something
more, something deeper. I am in love with him. But I am so
selfish and such a bitch that I couldn't do what someone that
truely loved him would do. I couldn't let him be happy. So I did
something really horrible, really hurtful, that had no love
behind it.
So that is what happened. I don't want your pity, I don't want
you sympathy, I don't wnat your forgiveness. I just wish I could
turn back time.
7 stabs through the heart | cut me
navigation

